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Fodor's Travel Guides. The Setai, 2001 Collins Ave., South Beach Fodor's Choice Joe's Stone Crab Restaurant.
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°FodorWebsite: www.fodors.com

°FodorPhone: 800-337-8585

°FodorFax: 212-715-2500

°FodorEmail: info@fodors.com

°FodorTwitter: @Fodor

°FodorFacebook: facebook.com/fodors

°FodorInstagram: @fodors

°FodorLinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/fodor-s-travel-publications

°FodorTripAdvisor: www.tripadvisor.com

°FodorGoogleReviews: www.google.com/travel

°FodorYelp: yelp.com

°FodorYelpAverageRating: 3.5

°FodorYelpReviewCount: 21,743

°FodorYelpReviewSummary: "Fodor's Miami & South Florida is an excellent guidebook for travelers of all types. It provides detailed information on the best places to eat, stay, and play in the area. The maps are clear and easy to understand, and the reviews are well-written and helpful. Overall, I would recommend this guidebook to anyone traveling to Miami and South Florida."

°Fodor YelpStaffPick: no
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°FodorTripAdvisorReviewSummary: "Fodor's Miami & South Florida is a great guidebook for travelers. It provides detailed information on the best places to eat, stay, and play in the area. The maps are clear and easy to understand, and the reviews are well-written and helpful. Overall, I would recommend this guidebook to anyone traveling to Miami and South Florida."
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